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The Falling of Love (Falling, #1) by Marisa Oldham



››› Download audio book. ‹‹‹ Original Title: The Falling of Love (Falling, #1) ISBN: ISBN13: Autor: Marisa Oldham (Goodreads Author) Rating: 4.3 of 5 stars (2164) counts Original Format: Paperback, 385 pages Download Format: PDF, FB2, MOBI, MP3. Published: December 31st 2012 / by Marisa Oldham Language: English Genre(s): Romance- 9 users Young Adult- 7 users Contemporary- 4 users Romance >Contemporary Romance- 4 users



Description:



Alternate cover edition for 9781300585831 You will never forget your first date, your first kiss, or your first love. You will also never forget how it felt when it was torn apart. Seventeen-year old Grace Hathaway does not give much thought to falling in love, until the day that Ian Taylor, rebel and misfit walks into her math class. From their first conversation, Grace is mesmerized by Ian's charisma and rock star façade. Ian Taylor, a seventeen-year old kid from the wrong side of the tracks tries to ignore the feelings he has for Grace, but is captured by her caring, non-judgmental personality from the moment they meet. Grace becomes Ian's everything and there is nothing he will not do for her. Hurting her was never part of his plan. “The Falling of Love” will take you on a sweet, emotional journey of two young adults falling in love for the first time, and then tear your heart apart when that love is threatened by dishonesty and betrayal. Reviews for “The Falling of Love”: “This book was emotionally wrenching and really pulls at you. You get angry, you get furious and you definitely feel sad, but you also feel and see the love between Marisa's characters and you see the confusion her characters are experiencing because of the various hurdles. This is a book you don't want to miss!! The ending is in a word ... POWERFUL!!! I am so glad I had the opportunity to read it and will definitely be in my to be read again list!” “The reality of the story was intense and the emotions that it stirred were immense. Looking forward to more from this author!”



The Falling of Love is the first novel in a series of novels that will follow Grace Hathaway's life and personal struggles. Everyone has a beginning to their story and an end... This is the beginning of Grace's story. Please visit our Facebook page for updates on the series or to ask questions. Search for The Falling series of novels - by Marisa Oldham **Contains adult situations and graphic language. Mature readers only**



About Author:



California born Marisa Oldham, now resides in Arizona where she practices her love of writing as a hobby. Writing is a new passion of hers and she plans to continue writing past just the novels in the Falling series. Marisa finds inspiration for writing her novels in her family, friends, and the world around her. She is currently working on two new novels.



Other Editions:



- The Falling of Love (Falling, #1)



- The Falling of Love (Falling, #1)



- The Falling of Love (Falling, #1)



- The Falling of Love (Falling, #1)



Books By Author:



- The Falling of Grace (Falling, #2)



- The Falling of Hope (Falling, #3)



- Learning to Breathe



- Learning to Breathe: Based on The Falling Series



- The Falling Series: Books 1-3



Books In The Series:



- The Falling of Grace (Falling, #2)



- The Falling of Hope (Falling, #3)



Related Books On Our Site:



- Choices...



- Casanova Cowboy (A Morgan Mallory Story)



- True (The Story of Us #1)



- Breath of Life (Breath of Life, #1)



- Shattered (Shattered, #1)



- Power (Hikers Trilogy #1)



- Beneath the Willow



- Double Betrayal (Surviving #3)



- Starting Fires



- The Girl of Tokens and Tears (The Half Shell, #2)



- Conduit



- 39 & Holding



- Conspiracy of Silence



- The LOVE Series: The Complete Four Book Set (Love, #1-4)



- The Truth About Mack



- Finding Solace (Flawlessly Broken #1)



- Every Shattered Thing (Shattered Things, #1)



- Room 212



Rewiews:



Aug 19, 2015 Jackie *Fire and Ice Book Reviews* Rated it: it was amazing This is a heart renching story of two teens, who were forced to grow up before their time. I fell head over hills in love with Grace an Ian. There is a special place in my heart for these characters. While I was reading the book, I felt every emotion and heartache they went through. This is a story that will have you wanting more. The romance between Grace and Ian was beautiful. However, I did loose a little love for Ian because of the way he treated Grace. Grace tried to find love in other guys This is a heart renching story of two teens, who were forced to grow up before their time. I fell head over hills in love with Grace an Ian. There is a special place in my heart for these characters. While I was reading the book, I felt every emotion and heartache they went through. This is a story that will have you wanting more. The romance between Grace and Ian was beautiful. However, I did loose a little love for Ian because of the way he treated Grace. Grace tried to find love in other guys, but no one really came close. I gave this book 5 stars, because I am a true sucker for romance, and this book made me cry. I enjoyed going on the journey with Grace and Ian, and I hope I will get the chance to read book two soon! I received this book in exchanged of a honest review, Thank you Marisa! 6 likes 11 comments



Marisa Oldham Oh good! :)



Jun 15, 2013 07:12AM



R. Archie Only speak the truth,but you're welcome.



Jun 15, 2013 09:40AM
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